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The staircase, with its artistic wrought
iron balustrade, leads from the Lobby to

the First Floor Lounge and the Ball Room.
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I construct, today, a hostelry that is some-
thing more than "just another good hotel,"

requires a profound knowledge of a special-

ized art, imagination and good taste. It is

due to the happy combination of these fac-

tors that The Nova Scotian Hotel, at Halifax, owes its distinctive

character.

Gracefully linking rail and ocean traffic, The Nova Scotian has

an individuality of its own. Its architecture, a free adaptation of

the Georgian style, was suggested by the historical associations of

Halifax and by many of the older buildings in the city. The design

is in most pleasing harmony with the Halifax of today and the

Halifax that is past.

As hotel and station are joined, The Nova Scotian practically

becomes the eastern terminal of the Canadian National Railways.
The hotel foyer and the station lobby are linked by a ramped arcade
in such a way that each is a distinct element of the design. In

addition the station facilities are connected by a covered passage-

way with the wharves of the Halifax Ocean Terminals, where
Canada's winter ocean traffic ties up, and where three large ocean
liners may berth, bow to stern. Guests may pass practically from
hotel to ship; thus The Nova Scotian becomes something more
than a commercial or tourist hotel.
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Two floors are given over to public spaces, generous in propor-

tion and excellently disposed in relation to one another. Above
these floors are five others containing one hundred and sixty bed-
rooms, each room with private bath. On the eighth floor, between
the open air terraces, is the studio of.CNRH, the most easterly of

the Canadian National Railway's transcontinental broadcasting

chain. The service elements, including all the accessories of the

modern hotel, have been planned to give immediate access to the

various public rooms, and provide complete service to each floor.

The main lobby, a lofty columned space with textured walls

of bronze and gray, gives an effect of being spacious and pleasantly

restrained. Draperies, tapestries and ceilings are Florentine in

effect, freely adapted to modern taste. From the lobby, a broad
corridor leads to graceful flights of steps which are lighted by a

beautiful stained glass window and lead to the public rooms on the

first floor. From the opposite end of the corridor the station foyer

is reached. Across the lobby from the main entrance is the dining-

room, overlooking a sunken garden. The furniture, as is the case

throughout the entire hotel, is a modern adaptation of a classical

style; carpets and draperies are specially designed with the late

Italian Renaissance as the inspiration. The dining-room is

equipped with radio installation which permits the reception of

special concerts from the studio, this being in addition to the

orchestra, which plays regularly for luncheon and dinner.

In direct contrast with the more formal treatment of the

dining-room is the oak-panelled grill-room, with its heavy beamed
ceiling, carved legendary figures, and leaded windows. The lounge

and tea room and the ladies' morning room, situated between the

dining room and the main stairs, have been treated in Adam de-

sign, with finely modelled cornices, decorated walls, and the grace-

ful furniture of that period.
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The Main Lobby is a lofty columned

space, with textured walls of bronze and

gray. Its effect is spacious and pleasantly

restrained.
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The grand staircase, with its beautiful wrought iron balus-

trade, curves leisurely up to the first floor lounge, a long modern
English room opening on the terrace over the main entrance and
overlooking the park. This lounge forms a part of the dignified

system of connecting foyers which lead to the ballroom and the

salons. The latter are so arranged that they may be used as

private rooms or opened out into one large banquet hall.

Passing from the lounge through a depressed foyer, the guest

enters the ballroom, a richly decorated room with a dancing area

of over thirty-five hundred square feet. Large arched windows
overlook the sunken garden, and at the opposite side an arcaded
corridor gives it distinctive character. At one end is a well-pro-

portioned stage. A pipe-organ is installed; also radio equipment.
Designed for recitals, concerts, lectures and conventions as well as

to furnish a befitting setting for dancing, special attention was given

to the acoustics. The pipe-organ is somewhat of a unique installa-

tion in Canada, and has called forth many complimentary remarks
in connection with recitals given, and broadcast by Canadian
National Railways. It has a three manual console, with a range of

thirty stops for the great swell, pedal and choir, and for automatic
operation has Duo Art cabinet and records.

On the first floor, immediately above the station entrance,

twenty-two spacious sample rooms with every modern facility have
been provided. A service elevator connects these with the baggage
room below, a matter of great convenience to those engaged in

commercial work.

Under the new station foyer, and entered from the level of the

sunken gardens, is a large garage provided for the convenience of

guests of the hotel.

Few hotels anywhere are afforded the setting of The Nova
Scotian. To the west, facing the main entrance, is a formal park.
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The Front Office, Main Lobby.
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.A wide double pathway divides the park on the axis of the hotel

and smaller diagonal paths join the opposite corners. Trees flank

the walks, and the intervening spaces are developed with shrubbery
and lawns. The hotel is set well back from Hollis Street, allowing

the creation of a formal grass plot. The privacy of the driveway
is enhanced by the protecting angle of the station portico.

Adjoining the hotel to the north and east (the harbor front)

is a garden terrace with a fountain and paved walks which contri-

bute greatly to the charm of flowered places. On a lower level,

and between the terrace and Marginal Road which parallels the

docks, is a rose garden broken by attractive walks.

From the terraced roof gardens, leading off the eighth floor,

the view commands the entire country about Halifax. Down the

long reach of the harbor lies the open sea, across it are the hills

of Dartmouth, and encircling one are the wooded hills which cup
the city. To the north is the historic old waterfront whose wharves
tell the story of a century and a half of the romance of trade and
adventure. Beyond, is the Admiralty dockyard, commenced in

1759, shortly after the foundation of Halifax by royal fiat, and
farther north the shipyards and dry dock. Beyond them again is

the astonishing Bedford Basin, a land-locked harbor in which the

world's greatest fleet may ride at anchor.

To the northwest lies the city itself. Dominating its business

district is the Citadel, the famous fortification called Fort George,
which was constructed in 1828 on the site of older defences that

made Halifax in its day one of the world's most strongly fortified

seaports.

Viewed from The Nova Scotian, a long panel of unbroken
green to the left of the Citadel marks the location of the Public



The spacious Dining Room opens on the

Main Lobby and overlooks the garden

terrace. Its furnishings are a modern
adaptation of a classical style, carpets and
draperies having the late Italian Renais-

sance for inspiration.





The Nova Scotian is an imposing Geor-

gian style structure in a very happy and
unique setting. Generous open spaces

laid out in charming gardens and walks

almost surround it. Access to the station

is by an arcade, and the piers of the Hali-

fax Ocean Terminals are reached through

a covered passageway.
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Gardens, which date from 1870, and between the Northwest Arm
and The Nova Scotian is the delightful campus of Dalhousie
University, probably the most distinguished group of university

buildings in Canada.

The east terrace of the hotel looks out over the harbor, and
beyond is the roadstead broken by St. George's Island, a mound
of emerald whose contours are flattened by an old fortification

that helped protect the harbor entrance in earlier days. Across
the harbor is Dartmouth, a residential and industrial suburb.

During the winter months some fifty shipping lines make
Halifax a port of call and many use it the year round. Among
these are the West Indian Services of the Canadian National
Railways, whose smart vessels have brought new vigor to the

century-old trade between Halifax and the West Indies, in addition

to offering an all-Canadian route to those in quest of a Southern
clime in winter.

In every respect The Nova Scotian takes its place in the

company of the distinguished hostelries that have made Canadian
hospitality world-famous, and its distinction rests on the unerring

sense of the appropriate which is evident in every detail.

THE GARAGE

The garage operated in connection with the Nova Scotian

offers to guests arriving by motor an exceptional convenience and

service. It is located below the station foyer, and is conveniently

reached from the hotel by means of an inside stairway. Accom-
modation for fifty cars and complete garage facilities are provided.

Servicing and repairs are given prompt attention.
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The Grill Room is oak panelled, with
heavy beamed ceilings, carved legendary
figures and leaded windows. It offers, in

an informal atmosphere, excellent food

nicely served.
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The Lounge, Mezzanine floor, overlook-
ing the park.
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Above is pictured the Ladies' Lounge and
Tea Room . . . below, the Drawing
Room, both of which are carried out in

Adam design, with finely modelled cor-

nices and the graceful furniture of that

period.
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The Nova Scotian's 160 bedrooms, each
with bath, are delightfully quiet and rest-

ful in decorative scheme of hangings,

carpets and walls. Twin beds with deep
box springs and roomy comfortable chairs

reflect the care given to the furnishings

and equipment of the entire hotel.
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The de luxe suites of the Nova Scotian
comprise three distinctive rooms . . .

the sitting-room, whose furnishings and
decorations suggest quiet luxury and re-

finement . . . the library, with its

beamed ceiling, restful lighting and large

fire-place . . . and the bed-room fur-

nished with twin beds of distinctive design.
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The richly decorated Ball Room and
Entrance Foyer are here pictured. Large
arched windows overlook the gardens, and
on the opposite side is an arcaded corridor.
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The studio of Radio Station CNRH, on
the eighth floor, between the open-air

terraces.



From the terraced roof garden leading off

the eighth floor, magnificent views are

obtained of the Harbor and water-front,

the broad Atlantic in the distance, the

City and its encircling hills.
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